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The book Fashion Thinking: Creative Approaches to the Design Process offers a unique 
insight into the design processes of nine fashion design students as they work towards 
major collections. Written by Fiona Dieffenbacher, a fashion designer and Program 
Director at Parsons, New York, Fashion Thinking is a useful addition to AVA’s range of 
fashion textbooks. 
The book presents projects from students studying at fashion schools in Germany, New 
York, San Francisco and London. Through interviews and images, the book leads the 
reader through the idea, concept and design stages of each project. The student projects 
are interspersed with designer profiles and fashion academics’ perspectives. The featured 
student collections range from Bachelor to Masters projects, and while all featured 
student designers are female, and eight of the nine collections are womenswear, any 
similarity between the projects in approach, aesthetic or concept necessarily ends there. 
Dieffenbacher’s book is unique in its approach to mapping the design process. The 
fashion design process is often explained as a linear process in which the designer passes 
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through discrete phases such as ‘inspiration’, ‘research’, ‘design development’ (e.g., see 
Burns and Bryant 2007; Stecker 2009; McKelvey and Munslow 2012).  In contrast, 
Dieffenbacher opens up the design process to be also cyclical and iterative – a dance 
between idea, concept and design.  The entry and movements through the cycle will be 
different for everyone, and this idea captures the inherent messiness and uniqueness of 
each designer’s approach. The student designer case studies range from processes 
embedded in material play and experimentation, through to more cerebral approaches, 
where abstract ideas provide the leaping off point for design. 
Despite the careful planning and signposting throughout the book, its unorthodox 
structure can be confusing as each designer case study is broken into three, so the reader 
needs to flip ahead to follow the full journey of one designer. The book’s structure, as 
intended, does allow for interesting comparisons of process, allowing the reader to 
ponder the very different approaches of each designer while at similar stages. While it is 
a book that can be dipped in and out of – for a snippet of textile experimentation or to 
read an interview with designers and academics – to take full advantage of the ideas 
presented, it is best to spend some time reading the first fifteen pages to follow the book’s 
navigation.  
The book is richly illustrated with the working drawings, notes and other ephemera that 
document the design processes. For instructors, this alone makes the book immensely 
valuable – there are few books that so thoroughly document these aspects of the fashion 
design process. At times the book’s text is heavily descriptive but this is perhaps 
unavoidable given immersion in the processes of one designer. The final outcomes of the 
projects (the collections) are not presented consistently, as although there may be some 
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examples of final photo shoots, the only catwalk images are used as a watermark on title 
pages. This was no doubt intentional on the part of the author to keep the focus firmly on 
process rather than outcome, but for several of the projects, the lack of a bird’s eye view 
of the final outcome means there is less sense of closure for the reader. 
Importantly, the focus of the book is on conceptual rather than commercial fashion 
practices. This book does not detail how to research one’s market or how to research and 
respond to trends. Rather, Fashion Thinking focuses on fashion design practice as an 
artistic and creative process. This is the book’s strength: existing handbooks or textbooks 
on fashion design will focus on the commercial aspects of fashion production, but gloss 
over the nebulous phases of ‘inspiration’ and ‘design development’. Fashion Thinking’s 
emphasis on well-resolved, thoughtful and individual approaches to design will provide 
inspiration and a framework for designers to be future fashion leaders, rather than 
followers. Additionally, the short interviews with established fashion designers, 
journalists and academics help to situate the student work within a wider community of 
practice. Established designers share their own practices, while industry perspectives 
from New York-based fashion buyers and journalists provide insight into balancing 
creativity and innovation with market pressures. The perspective from academics helps 
bridge the industry and student points of view. All perspectives illustrate Dieffenbacher’s 
central theme, albeit from different angles: there’s a limitless number of ways to 
approach fashion design. 
Fashion Thinking is appropriate for all fashion design students, and is an excellent 
resource for design teachers and lecturers. For instructors, the book is filled with 
reminders of how the design brief itself can be instrumental in opening creative pathways 
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for student designers. As Dieffenbacher notes in the Introduction, ‘creativity…it could be 
argued, can best function when set free within a framework’. While Dieffenbacher refers 
to the design process itself as this framework, in a number of the case studies, the limits 
imposed by the design brief helped trigger serendipitous outcomes. For example,  one 
brief asked students to experiment with two different textile techniques, and designer Jie 
Lie responded by fusing pleating and knitting to develop unexpected and dramatic 
texturing. The limits imposed by the brief became a catalyst for experimentation. 
The book’s case study structure makes it less appropriate as a course textbook in the 
earlier years of a fashion course, though the model presented on design process is of 
benefit. It would be of most use to students embarking on the year of their final 
collection: they would have enough knowledge of their own ways of working to 
recognize and feel kinship with some of the designers and processes documented in the 
book. Best of all, the book celebrates that all these ways of working are individual and 
equally valid. 
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